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This paper explores the discourses of popular legitimacy deployed by New Zealand journalists. It studies in particular the ways that journalists reflect upon their relationship with “the people”, through their comments in such forums as trade publications, addresses to readers in the voice of the editor and memoirs. It argues that the dominant journalistic voices in Aotearoa New Zealand provide a narrow and poorly defined set of resources to describe how journalism practice relates to those outside the elite spaces of most public debate or to describe the grounds of journalists’ legitimacy as a set of spokespeople for society. Discourses of “the people” are marked by a discomfort with the category and are rarely politicized, when they are not elided away under competing terms such as community or public. The papers argues that the weakness of a sense of popular legitimacy has consequences for the quality both of journalism and of political and cultural debate in the country. 







In search of popular journalism in New Zealand
Introduction
Somewhere between the discourse of the journal of record acting as scribe to the important happenings in society and the discourse of giving the people what they want lies that of the popular legitimacy of journalism. That discourse describes a state towards which journalism in the Anglo-American tradition is always struggling, or to put it another way, it is a discourse which gives shape to some of the practice’s ideals and self-critiques about its relationship with the people at whom it is aimed. In some places, that discourse is rich, with many references to “the people” and related terms. Thus, in the United States, technology journalist and blogger Dan Gillmor celebrates and fosters “grassroots journalism, by the people, for the people”, as the subtitle to his book puts it (Gillmor 2004). Kovach and Rosenstiel define journalism in terms of its “first loyalty…to citizens” (2001: 7). In the Netherlands, journalists at the country’s gossipy on tabloids invoke “people who want to have a bit of fun reading as well” (Deuze 2005: 869). All these are ways to delineate and make sense of news practices in terms of the people for whom they are produced. In other places, such references to the people are weaker and less frequent. This paper is about one such place, journalism in Aotearoa New Zealand. It asks what the implications are of that weak discourse of the popular for the quality and independence of journalism.

The problems around the category of the people are not simply a matter of a vague sense of the actual audience, a common phenomenon noted by many journalism scholars in many contexts (e.g. Gans 1980, Bell 1991). Nor is it a matter of whether or not the country studied has any journalism that might be called tabloid or popular. The argument here is over the way journalists reflect upon their relationship with “the people”, through their comments in such forums as trade publications, addresses to readers in the voice of the editor and memoirs. The material gathered for the paper suggests that, much of the time, the dominant journalistic voices in Aotearoa New Zealand provide a narrow and poorly defined set of resources to describe how journalism practice relates to those outside the elite spaces of most public debate or to describe the grounds of journalists’ legitimacy as a set of spokespeople for society. As one might expect, the dominant discourse is a commercialized one, regarding people as little more than ratings. But the material relating to the print media in particular provides evidence that there is also a discomfort among local journalists with categories such as the people or the popular. These are often elided away under terms such as the community or the public, or are not spoken of at all. The people are almost never politicized as embodying democracy or as alienated from power that should be theirs. The absence here has consequences for the quality both of journalism and of political and cultural debate in the country. It is an absence that may be of wider interest as well. For, as the paper goes on to argue, the lack of vigorous arguments within journalism over the balance between the popular and the elite, forming a key media accountability system, in Bertrand’s phrase (Bertrand 2000), puts journalism’s independence at risk. Moreover, to take the broadest view, studying a journalism where the popular is poorly described opens up our understanding of the role of such discourses in the accountability of journalism in other places.

After some brief notes on Aotearoa New Zealand’s mediascape, the paper will ground its discussion in critique of the popular which values it as more than simply populism and in theories of journalism culture, before describing two main discursive moves in relation to the popular which emerge in the material studied. These are a distancing of journalism, envisaged as a professional and expert practice, from popular sentiment; and a rejection of the tabloid tradition as simply commercialism. The paper then considers the narrow sets of circumstances under which Aotearoa New Zealand journalism appears at times comfortable in aligning its position with that of “the people”, usually around sport or national culture envisaged as high culture. The paper concludes with reflections on the implications of these ways of talking and thinking within journalism culture for national debate.
The Aotearoa New Zealand case
There are, it needs to be said at the outset, some good political-economic reasons for the weakness of the journalistic discourse of the popular within Aotearoa New Zealand. It is a country with not much of a tabloid popular press, and so its print journalists in particular are used to talking in largely middle-class terms about the “public”. There are two weekly tabloid newspapers (if the term refers to editorial content rather than paper size): the Sunday News (circulation 94,000) and the New Zealand Truth (circulation 13,000, both figures from ABC 2006). That tabloid press is also in long decline, with the Truth now just a shadow of the former mass circulation paper it once was and the Sunday News’s circulation dropping 15 per cent between 2004 and 2006 (ibid.). City evening dailies, with their more working class readerships, have all closed or merged with morning titles—the last, by a long way, being Wellington’s Evening Post in 2002. There is much popular journalism in the consumer magazines, such as the New Zealand Women’s Day (circulation 149,500 in 2005 (ABC 2005)), and on television, such as “60 Minutes”, but much of this is imported from overseas, either in whole or in part. The country has had no media barons, and hence no tradition of owners claiming, as Williams puts it, “to be ‘representative’ of their readers in the same way as politicians represented their voters” (1998: 64). Indeed, all the major media except the state-owned broadcaster, Television New Zealand, and the Dunedin newspaper, the Otago Daily Times, are owned by overseas corporations with few immediate political interests in this country.

There are also, as the paper discusses later, political-cultural reasons. Aotearoa New Zealand has had no revolution, as the United States or France have had, in which the legitimacy of popular power has been asserted. Its politicians and cultural commentators have also claimed, since the late nineteenth century, that the country is egalitarian – a claim which is not easily reconciled with the idea of a politics representing the interests of the people against those in power.
Valuing the popular: theorising the category within journalism culture
Is this not a good thing, we might ask. While there may indeed be journalism aimed at garnering large audiences, its jingoism, its appeals to emotion over sense, its attempts to manipulate people’s prejudices to boost ratings are not legitimated by a discourse of popular authority. These features constitute one dimension of the popular, and one perhaps not to be mourned when it is less prominent. But the popular is also often a political space, one fought over, as Stuart Hall has argued, by social forces on both the left and right seeking legitimacy for their visions of society and cultural identity (see Sparks 1992). Aotearoa New Zealand has had its popular politicians, including the occasional Prime Minister who, in historian Michael King’s words, “would, if the occasion demanded it, appeal to ‘the people’ over the heads of his parliamentary colleagues” (King 2003: 265). It does, therefore, have a tradition of debate over who the people are and what they want. But its journalists do not often appear as active and reflective participants in that debate. As a result, I argue, journalism runs a double risk. On the one hand, it may find itself accepting its role as debate by, of and for society’s articulate, educated elites. As Conboy (2002: 137) points out, what is at stake in the popular is the representation of those with little political or economic power in society. In Aotearoa New Zealand, one line dividing haves from have-nots is ethnic, with the indigenous Maori and immigrant Pacific Islands peoples, who together form 23 per cent of the population, systematically over-represented in statistics from prison populations to poverty. There is good evidence that such groups gain little from the country’s news media, with some critics calling straightforwardly colonialist (Rankine and McCreanor 2004). On the other hand, such a journalism will have few criteria by which to assess and critique individuals and organisations who claim to know the people. Such was perhaps the case with the country’s most prominent television journalist, from 1989 until 2004 the host of Telvision New Zealand’s 7pm news magazine show, “Holmes”. In his autobiography, Paul Holmes talks of his career with frequent references to “you” the viewer, whom he claimed to hold “riveted, admit it. You held your breath” (Holmes 2004: 22), but almost no references to ideas of the popular legitimacy of journalism to account for why that constituted good journalism. There is thus value in prising apart theoretically the category of the popular from the populist.

The category of the popular rewards scrutiny also in attempts to understand the forms of knowledge within which journalism operates. As Ekström (2002) argues, the ethos of providing regular, reliable and useful information depends upon a sense of the people for whom this is being done, and in whose name journalists are calling the powerful to account or enquiring into the private lives of celebrities. Sparks (1992) makes a distinction in relation to British popular tabloid newspapers between two aspects of the claim to be popular. These newspapers lay claim to large audiences. They also claim to speak for “normal people”, rather than just to them, in a discourse of inclusiveness. It is not just tabloids which do this, although the rhetorical move which Sparks describes of conflating the newspaper’s voice, its readers and ordinary people is particular to them. Clayman, for example, (2002) notes in the US context how David Frost, in challenging Richard Nixon on whether he had lied and acted illegally in relation to the Watergate break-in, couched his accusation in terms of what “the American people” wanted to know. Clayman suggests that such a challenge to a sitting President could only be posed by journalism which presented itself as the “animator” rather than author of the question. The point can be extended to less dramatic moments: some sense of the people or the popular is implicit in the practices of the news and is analytically distinct from, if related to, the popularity of the media. It is a discourse which accords huge power to the journalist. 

The popular is in part, therefore, a discursive phenomenon—a way of talking about and making sense of the relationship between news practitioners and their audiences. It can also be described as a phenomenon of journalism culture, not simply part of the news business’s sales pitch. In this sense, the discourse of the popular is part of the lived everyday of the journalist, something we might analyse, as Zelizer (2004) puts it, in a double move both to understand news practice in greater depth and also to begin to critique its limitations. Zelizer goes on to argue that:

The world of news, approached here as more than just reporters’ professional codes of action or the social arrangements of reporters and editors, is viewed in the cultural analysis of journalism as a complex lattice of meanings for all those involved in journalism, “a tool kit of symbols, stories, rituals and world views, which people use in varying configurations to solve different kinds of problems. (Zelizer 2004: 175)

For some analysts of journalism culture, this problem-solving toolkit is more in the order of a set of rationalisations of the shortcomings and limitations of the job. Pedelty (1995), for example, analyses war correspondents’ ritual bravado in the hotel bar as their attempts to live up to the ideals of the war correspondent, something they so rarely achieve through their news work. However, if we follow Zelizer in “taking journalism seriously” (the title of her book), we might regard journalists’ self-understandings as tool kits to solve the problems of newswork itself. This paper therefore follows a number of explorations of journalists’ reflections on their practice (e.g. Zelizer 1993, Glasser and Ettema 1989, Ettema and Glasser 1998, Küng-Shankleman 2000, Matheson 2003) which seek to sketch the contours of the meaning making that goes on in the practices of newswork. The link between reflection and practice is not, of course, direct – what journalists say they do is not always what they do. The argument is rather that journalistic discourse constitutes, in Zelizer’s phrase, the tools that journalists have available to them to think about problems of daily practice. A discourse of the popular, I argue, is one key resource through which the tensions of news journalism – informing and educating, selling a product and performing a public role, telling stories and giving facts – can be negotiated, if never resolved.

The texts studied
The paper turns, then, to journalists’ metatexts—their talk about their practices—in order to explore the category of the popular in journalism culture. The analysis below draws heavily upon two sources, a broad selection of memoirs by journalists in Aotearoa New Zealand, and print news articles in which editors speak to their readers. Some statements made by journalism commentators and media managers in industry forums are also used. Twelve memoirs were read (see appendix), though not all provided any reflections at all on the popular – something that should not surprise us too much given that the genre values anecdotes about the people and incidents of public life, rather than the people who read, listen or watch. In addition, therefore, news articles were gathered by a search of the Reuters--Dow Jones Factiva database for the words (“people” or “popular”) and (“news” or “journalists”), limiting the results to New Zealand sources. This broad sample was then narrowed down by reading through the texts and discarding those that did not thematize the relationship between journalism and those for whom they produce their material. Amongst that irrelevant material, however, a broad range of statements on the paper’s topic was gathered, from a puff piece on the credibility of a new weather presenter to addresses by editors to their readers during Newspaper Week. In all these, discourses of the popular were invoked in a range of ways in different contexts to make sense of journalism’s status among its consumers and in society more generally.

This approach was chosen over interviewing journalists (as Deuze (2005), for example, used in exploring Dutch popular journalism) because it allowed for the analysis of how journalists think and talk amongst themselves with less of the defensive routines which interview situations might produce. It has its limitation too, however. A key one is that memoirs are written by editors, managers and senior, often older, journalists who do not always represent the thinking of others. Although some are written by practising reporters, such as Bennett and Jeory’s Foreign Correspondents(1995), many were by retired editors, such as Booth’s Deadline: My Story (1988). The statements in newspapers and magazines that were gathered were, when by-lined, written by similar figures. Occasionally a non-conformist voice is heard, as in Scott’s Dick Scott: A Radical Writer’s Life (2004). But in general the material studied here reflect the official and established versions of news practice. Yet these are, as discussed in the conclusion, the most authoritative codifications of what the job is about. While they may not reflect what some less mainstream or established journalists are thinking, and therefore will not reflect the wider range of practices we will always find within journalism, they are the dominant resources available to others within the journalism community.
Analysis
The analysis which follows seeks out patterns in the statements made by New Zealand journalists about “the people” and about the popular and related categories, with a view to piecing together the discursive construction of popular journalism within newsrooms. Within the country’s media, the dominant discourse of the popular is clearly the commercial one, which imagines people primarily as media consumers and sees them through the lens of ratings. Norm Collison, of the radio station proprietor TRN, for example, is quoted talking of MP3 players thus: “They’re popular with the youth but we’re all competing with the time youth spend on media, on TV and radio already” (New Zealand Herald 2005). “Popular” here means little more than time spent consuming the media, and the people are, in Ang’s phrase, “streamlined” into consumers shorn of their politics, individuality and social contexts (Ang 1991). This way of thinking will be found in every context where the dominant business model of the media is the selling of consumers to advertisers, and its presence will not be discussed in any detail. The paper does explore a concern that this dominant discourse is joined in New Zealand journalism culture by few competing ways of understanding or legitimating the relationship between news producer and audience. It finds two main ways of talking about the popular, both of them negative. One establishes a distance between the journalist and the people, and the other decries tabloid journalism as nakedly commercial. In addition, a narrow set of contexts are described in which “the people” can be invoked: sport and national culture. These are explored below.

Earwigging: the discourse of professional distance
A key discursive move in the journalistic metatexts is a distancing of the position of the journalist from that of the people. The journalist, as one described himself in a curmudgeonly metaphor, engages in “earwigging”, or eavesdropping, on popular sentiment rather than taking part in it (McLauchlan 2004). Princess Diana’s death in 1997 provides an example which I argue is highly typical. The Christchurch daily, The Press, focused, as many other media around the world did, on the large numbers of people who joined together in public grief. Again in common with many other media, the newspaper sought to participate in the commemoration by producing a page of condolences which would be sent to the princes William and Harry. What is striking, however, is that in its coverage of this moment of popular togetherness, The Press remained distanced and dispassionate. The paper, although it was helping make the news through its condolences page, wrote about the event as if it were reporting an occurrence it had little stake in: “A huge response was received by “The Press” yesterday to an invitation for readers to be included on a page of condolences for Princess Diana that will be published on Monday” (Press 6 Sept 1997: 3).

A distance is immediately constructed, apparent in the syntax of this sentence, between the newspaper and readers. The relationship is one of “invitation” and “response”. The city’s people are described in the third person, with any popular rhetoric of inclusivity entirely absent, as in the following sentence: “People were still contacting the newspaper last night, trying to be included”. On its own, this instance tells us about little more than the style of the news staff on the day. However it fits a pattern in Aotearoa New Zealand journalism, particularly in the press. There is a frequent awkwardness about the invocation of the people and a preference for talking of readers as a public requiring to be informed rather than a people to be addressed, mobilized or, still worse, politicized. Thus Auckland’s New Zealand Herald, when it put its toe in the waters of public journalism, the 1990s US-based movement that sought to reconnect journalism with readers and the wider populace, wrote:
 
A Herald initiative to promote a new sense of economic, social and cultural well-being in New Zealand has received an overwhelming response.”

General readers and business leaders alike have written, faxed and called this week about The Jobs Challenge—a major series that began in Saturday’s Weekend Herald.

The series is designed to start a national conversation about our economic future.

It includes looking at people who are making a difference in this country, using their talents to steer New Zealand towards a more prosperous future.

The paper will also looks at what works economically overseas and what lessons can be learned here (NZ Herald 11 Oct. 2000).

The language of “national conversation”, with its implications of a new way of people talking and possibly of unheard voices being heard and new democratic spaces being opened up, is quickly recuperated to the language of “the paper will look”. The newspaper is in the position of doing the work on behalf of an implied public requiring information and analysis. The writer is clearly not comfortable, or used to, invoking a more active group of people who might take co-ownership of the knowledge being produced here. The article then quotes some readers who have written in “letters of support”. Hardly a national conversation. Similarly, when a provincial daily, the Manawatu Evening Standard, produced a special series for Newspaper Week, seeing the occasion as “a chance for newspapers around the world to reflect on their roles in their communities,” it started by profiling its own staff (Evening Standard 15 Feb 2001: 4). It wrote not about its role in the community but about its production manager.

The invocation of readers, the people, the community, the nation in conversation, is quickly brought back within an unstated but powerful epistemology in which newspapers fill the role of providing information for citizens and people fill the role of a rational and interested public. In his memoir, journalist Gordon McLauchlan writes of “maturing” out of a journalism that imagines it can change the world or alert readers to the virtues of the good and the vices of the bad. He describes himself as an “earwigger” who listens in on the world in order to “indulge a worldly but benign interest in the lives of others” (McLauchlan 2004: 99). He is perhaps more aloof than most journalists, but his phrase expresses a common distancing from the category of the people among Aotearoa New Zealand journalists.

Distancing strategies can be read as in part reactions against the commercial imperatives to sell the news by recourse to standards of good journalism which are internal to the practice. The stance of the professional, objective journalist constructs a distance at the same time from both the business of news and from the audiences convened by that business. Thus McLauchlan writes: “My attitude is that if you are a good writer or journalist, people will read you” (ibid.: 200). The stance is accompanied, as we might expect, by a view of mass audiences as vulnerable to corruption by the media. Ian Cross, chairman of the New Zealand Broadcasting Corporation from 1977 to 1986 and therefore in charge of running and promoting television within the country, blames the violent anti-Apartheid protests which accompanied the tour of the South African rugby team in 1981 partly on television. The television set “poured” overseas problems and modes of behaviour such as protesting into the homes of a quiet nation (Cross 1988: 134). Implicitly, again, the discernment of journalists speaking and thinking on people’s behalf is needed in order to shield them from such content. Such responses are common elements in discourses of the public, and are not perhaps in themselves noteworthy. More significant is that they tend to stand alone, unaccompanied by any other less distanced, more intimate, conceptualisations of the people from these dominant voices in Aotearoa New Zealand journalism as they make sense of their position in their communities.

The tabloid tradition
The stance of distance is also accompanied by a strong dislike of the word “tabloid”. One Press Council judgement, from a tribunal half of whose members work in the news industry, states that the attempt by an editor to avoid apologising was not “up to the standards expected in New Zealand newspapers, even for a tabloid that sees itself as following in the footsteps of its London counterparts” (Press Council 1995: 10). A media columnist writes of a current affairs programme: “Under the highly tabloid style of a new executive producer…[“Sunday” is] an issues-free-zone stuck in a highly contrived format” (National Business Review 2004). Tabloid represents all that good journalism is not. In particular it suggests a journalism driven by ratings rather than a responsibility to the public. Even in the official history of Independent News Ltd (INL), the owner until 2004 of New Zealand Truth, the tabloid is discussed as a colourful character in an otherwise respectable stable, and its claim to popular legitimacy as “the true champion of the people” is quoted without giving voice to any of the arguments used to support that claim.

The visions of the great tabloid editors of New York or London to afflict the comfortable or to shock the people into action are almost entirely absent. There is nothing in the tradition of the campaigning journalist W.T. Stead’s defence of his deliberate affront to his readers’ Victorian values, that one must shout at a deaf man when his house is on fire (Stead 1886), nor of the Sun editor Larry Lamb’s claim that the newspaper spoke for the interests of the “real” people (Lamb 1989). Only a few journalists, such as Pat Booth, deputy editor of the Auckland Star in its 1970s heyday, talk of the power of the media to mobilize people into political action. He cites the Star’s long-dropped slogan, “For the cause that needs assistance, for the wrong that needs resistance, or the future in the distance, for the good that we can do” as an ethos the paper should have returned to in order to halt its decline and eventual closure (Booth 1988: 214). He too, however, rejects “the ridiculous product” of tabloids such as the Sydney Daily Telegraph. A rhetoric of demonisation of tabloids is common in many journalism cultures as a foil for journalistic virtue (Pauly 1988; cited in Dahlgren 1992: 8). The point here is that, in between tabloid commercialism and quality journalism in the public interest, there is little acknowledgement in Aotearoa New Zealand’s journalism culture of any third term of the popular.

Contexts where the people are invoked
There are a few cases in the material of journalists conceptualising the audience as people who are affected by journalism. Aside from the historic Auckland Star slogan, all of these come from television. TV3 journalist Melanie Reid talks of wanting to become a journalist after running an environmental campaign: “The campaign triggered me into realising that if people had the information, they could have the passion” (Sunday Star-Times 30 Nov. 1997: 11). This is, however, rare. Moreover, where there is reflection within the journalism culture on engagement with people, it tends either to be rather empty of social or political content or to position the people in relation to two dominant dimensions of the popular: sporting culture or the people’s lack of high culture.

The restructuring of Aotearoa New Zealand’s state broadcaster along commercial lines and the introduction of a third, private television channel in the 1980s led to what some saw as an “excessive commercialism” in television journalism (Norris 2004: 21). However, the ratings-led discourses of pulling in the viewers is rarely accompanied by statements from journalists about how they negotiated that environment. One instance comes from Television New Zealand correspondent Cameron Bennett’s memoir: “This is how I interpreted my brief as foreign correspondent: to present events to viewers at home as one New Zealander talking to another” (Bennett  and Jeory 1995: 17). The inclusivity which characterizes discourses of the popular in British journalism (Conboy 2002) is evident here. The television news has a direct and immediate relationship with people at home, and indeed with the New Zealand people as a broad category. As a result, Bennett seeks to perform New Zealandness in order to be a good reporter. However, Bennett says nothing about what kind of New Zealandness he performed as a foreign correspondent, and who the people he was addressing are. What it is that is shared in the popular space of TV One remains rather vague.

Indeed, there are only two ways that shared identities are explored in any depth in the material I have looked at, probably reflecting the relatively weak national identity in the country. The first is male sporting culture. The second is high culture. Male sporting culture emerges strongly, again, in relation to broadcasting. A new weather presenter, for example, is discussed as having a close connection with viewers because of the fishing show he has presented in the past: “Sinclair knows a lot about the weather and how it impacts on the Kiwi lifestyle” (Dominion 30 Dec. 1997: 21). Sports radio hosts can declare with confidence, “Sport…we all love talking about it” (Martin Devlin, quoted in Evening Post 31 July 1998: 21), or “What the listener wants is for the sports host to ask the question that is foremost in his mind as he listens to the interview at home, in the car, at work or at the beach” (Deaker 1998: 128). The interests and values of New Zealanders can be expressed without qualification. This is an identity which many journalists appear to assume all New Zealanders are able to take part in.

In stark contrast, New Zealanders are described in another group of journalists’ writings in terms of their distance from high culture. Those few journalists who see themselves as having a role in the intellectual life of the nation often write of the New Zealand people as mired in popular culture and requiring high cultural stimulation. Cross writes:

New Zealanders need to be stirred, provoked, angered, delighted, as a stimulus for their own opinions; perhaps, as a result, they would be warmed by flickers of a newly lit fire of discovered commitments of their own. A country becomes dull, uncreative and finally unproductive if it lacks mental stimulation, the authority of informed judgements and opinions, the excitement of the clash of ideas (Cross 1988: 9).

The people imagined in such statements is not one with which journalism has a firm connection, but is one which requires such connection to be made, and connection of a particular kind. In unmodified Leavisite terms, the people require a cultural education: “Their emotional and intellectual lives are superficial, divorced from a body of literature and art” (McLauchlan 2004: 218). These two way of imagining the people, either as the country coming together around sporting occasions and Kiwi male sporting culture or in discussions of the high cultural life of the nation, are special cases. Beyond these,  I have found little reflection in the journalistic texts here on who the people are that journalism engages with. 

The people as political 
In particular what emerges is that the popular is almost never politicized. There are rare occasions, such as when a manager at the newly established Maori Television service, was interviewed, of a journalist unashamedly attempting to change people and the nation through their media consumption:

This channel will truly reflect New Zealand. It is a matapihi [window] into the world of Maori and a chance to look out too into the international indigenous communities. Why do we need Maori Television? To truly reflect ourselves as a nation.
(Joanna Paul, interviewed in New Zealand Herald 25 March 2004: A7)

This instance is explained in part by the 20 years of political struggle it has taken Maori to win their own radio and television frequencies. The relationship between Maori media and the people it addresses is consciously and overtly politicized. It is thus telling that this is one of only references to that struggle found in the journalistic reflections studied here, suggesting a journalism which does not envisage its task as a political one of assisting popular emancipation. Indeed, only one other reference of that nature was found in the material, the reflection by Dick Scott, a radical unionist and writer, that it was his job to challenge a complacent public space “where the people’s struggles were well muted in the hands of local body politicians” (Scott 2004: 213). These were the only statements of this kind in the material studied. 

Aotearoa New Zealand journalists will certainly report on the cultural politics of others, and they will respond to such debates by canvassing a range of viewpoints. But in statements within their journalism culture there is little of such talk. One journalist who became a leading national historian, Michael King, has taken a significant lead in engaging with a politicized notion of the people with books such as Being Pakeha (1985). Other voices, such as Sandra Coney, who moved from a radical feminist magazine to mainstream journalism for a time, can be found challenging the conservatism of the news and society. However, that work has been done at the edges of or outside journalism. Journalists in this country appear by and large not very comfortable in playing a role in the big cultural political questions of how the collective identity of the people of Aotearoa New Zealand has developed in the past 50 years.
Conclusion: a public without a people
This paper has sought statements about “the people” and the popular in the writings and talk of Aotearoa New Zealand journalists. Its major observation is that, aside from a commercial discourse of people as consumers, there is little evidence of a tradition of addressing or valuing or engaging with audiences as “the people”. Individual voices doing that can certainly be identified, but they are not widely echoed. This observation, and the conclusions drawn below are, it is hoped, of interest within the country. However, the paucity of discourse on the popular allows us to make suggestions about the role that the popular plays in journalism more generally.

The general retreat from the category of the popular can be partly explained in terms of the absence of a popular tabloid newspaper tradition, as noted earlier. The idea of the newspaper was imported along with the idea of planned settlement in the 1840s to 1860s from Britain, and the newspapers which sprang up were modelled on British morning provincial and national titles. The 1960s Southland Times, for example, is described by Peter Arnett. who started his career there, as,  “Like most New Zealand newspapers in those days, modelled after The Times of London…It was a model of rectitude with balanced, unsensational reports of the day’s news; no bylines” (Arnett 1994: 25). Conceptions of the press as a fourth estate vital to good government through the public debate it gives voice to and of the role of regional newspapers as neutral and respectable voices of their communities both have strong holds on the country’s journalism culture.

However, this paper has also sought to describe a particular journalism culture, one that is not reducible to its British roots. As other scholars are arguing (e.g. de Burgh 2005), more research on the distinctive qualities of different journalism cultures is needed. In the New Zealand context, the discursive negotiation of the popular must be seen in the context of the country’s egalitarian myth. This widely shared, perhaps even hegemonic, view holds that the nation has only weak class distinctions and that all in society take part in a shared valuing of  “ordinary life”. The claim of popular politics to represent those under-represented clashes with that notion. While many journalists talk in their memoirs of humble beginnings, there is little sense of disconnection between their sense of self and the spaces of public debate in the news media. Aotearoa New Zealand perhaps also shares with Australia a political history that has placed little emphasis on popular legitimacy and much more on social control. New Zealand has never had a revolution in which popular power was asserted. O’Donnell goes as far as to assert, quoting Rob Pullan, that Australia’s intellectual culture includes a “profound and enduring ‘distrust of the people’ ” (O’Donnell 2003: 8; Pullan 1984: 12).

Aotearoa New Zealand newspaper editors, in particular, take on a high civic tone. Cross writes in his memoirs that “I was a product of daily journalism and believed passionately in its values and service to the community” (Cross 1988: 21). Editors often speak in terms of “knowing their community”, in terms which give little confidence that the community they know includes all within their geographical areas. This discourse is invoked a number of times in the material studied here to criticize contemporary attitudes among the general population which threaten the role of the newspaper. The (then) editor of the Christchurch Press seeks, he says, to reflect “the community” without shrinking from asking hard questions:

Our relationship with the community is a key one. It’s a difficult balancing act. Because we touch the whole of the community we get compliments—and complaints—every day…People’s notions of democracy are actually quite fragile. Most pay lip service to the need for a free press in a democracy, until questions are asked of them that make them feel uncomfortable
(Tim Pankhurst, cited in Press 25 May 2001: 3).

The discourse of the public appears here as a defensive one, buttressing journalism’s right to publish as much as the public’s right to know. Such journalism is certainly not popular in its orientation. The dominant culture of broadcast journalism in Aotearoa New Zealand similarly owes much to British traditions, particularly Reithian ones. To Sharon Crosbie, chief executive of state-owned Radio New Zealand from 1995 to 2004, the relationship of broadcasting with its audience is governed by considerations of taste and good conduct, and its ethos is a paternalistic one of interesting people in the hope “new ideas will make people more tolerant and more aware of points of view other than their own” (Crosbie 1992: 27). The Reithian discourse places itself in direct opposition to ideas of popular broadcasting which the founders of the BBC perceived and decried in the United States. Such a discourse may have less purchase than they once did among either audiences or journalists, but it remains the dominant available versions of the relationship between journalists and the people to whom they address their work.

Of wider concern than the dominance of some quite old-fashioned voices in the journalism culture of Aotearoa New Zealand is the lack of resources journalists are left with in dealing with contemporary changes to their practice. If we accept arguments that the public is a category that has been weakening for two hundred years (e.g. Chalaby 1998), the ascendance of a narrowly commercial discourse of consumers requires a depth of self-understanding among journalists of how they might balance the tensions between their roles. One of the journalistic texts is striking in this context, for the weakness of any acknowledgement that popular legitimacy underpins good journalism. Mike Robson, former Evening Post editor and then head of the Murdoch-owned INL newspaper group, repeats the trope of distance discussed above but falls back, not on a strong public discourse but a contractual one:

Journalists can’t afford to be on-side with people, nor would it be appropriate. You will never please everyone in the community. People do trust in the mastheads of newspapers whether it be The Press or The Evening Post. They know they are going to get a certain package of news. 

They keep buying the paper because it’s something they value. We have to ensure that value remains by ensuring reliability, integrity, and accuracy. It (news) has to be packaged in an entertaining way, it has to be useful and let’s not forget it has to serve our advertisers and their customers.
(Evening Post 12 Sept. 1998: 16) 

With very little of Hall’s struggle for the right to represent the interests of “the people”, we are left, then, with a news service for consumers. Ironically, then, the weak sense of popular legitimacy – expressed by Robson as a fear of being too “on-side with the people” – leaves journalism with fewer resources to critique what Franklin (2005) calls the McDonaldization of the news. “The people” elides away easily into “the market”. Moreover, in the context of numerous challenges to journalism from citizen-produced media such as weblogs and hyper-local news sites, the country is left also with a journalism that lacks the flexibility to respond to opportunities for reinvigoration of its epistemology or its news networks. Aotearoa New Zealand news media websites contain almost no discussion areas, live online events or citizen-generated content, a situation that I would conjecture is related to the limited discourses of the popular among the country’s journalists. Similarly, the latest promotional advertisements from Television New Zealand suggest that the discourse of the people available to the country’s media producers is a deracinated popular, both depoliticized and vague. The advertisement, set to a jaunty electronic organ melody, provides viewers with a flowing collage of stylized illustrations of differences, from ethnicities, sexual orientations, ages, dress styles, taste in coffee, preference in laundry brand and attitudes towards television. This diversity is anchored at the end with the statement that everyone chooses differently and with the slogan, “Here’s to television that understands that, reflects, celebrates that”. The politics of diversity is accommodated as consumer choice, elided away in the act of sharing the television brand. This paper argues that such discourses can only gain strength where a journalism culture lacks what Zelizer (2003) calls the tool kit and Bertrand (2000) the accountability system to revalue the popular. Without that, those who can lay claim to ordinariness, whether it is the sports commentator Murray Deaker or the “straight-talking” Prime Minister Helen Clark, are able to lay claim to “know the people” without the ideological content of their knowledge coming under scrutiny.
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